This work deals with the multi-mode resource-constrained project scheduling problem. In this problem, activities of the project may be executed in more than one operating mode and renewable resource constraints exist. Each activity operation mode has a different duration and requires different amount of renewable resources. The objective function considered is the minimisation of the project completion time. Heuristics based on priority rule are considered as solution procedures for this problem. Both, parallel and serial scheduling generation schemes are described in the multi-mode context. On the basis of a well-known set of project instances, the new heuristics based on priority rules are evaluated against the best ones published. Finally, multi-pass heuristics based on priority rules that outperforms the deterministic multi-pass heuristic previously published are designed.
Introduction
The classical resource-constrained project scheduling problem (RCPSP) involves the scheduling of a project to minimise its total duration subject to precedence relationships and constant availability constraints on the required set of renewable resources (as machines or manpower). In this case each activity may be characterised by a unique duration and a singular collection of resource requirements that have to be available each time period the activity is being executed.
Recently efforts have been addressed to formulate and to solve multi-mode resource-constrained project scheduling problem (MRCPSP) where activity duration is a discrete function of resources.
The problem is one of the most general and most difficult project scheduling problems and as a generalisation of the well-known job shop problem it belongs to the class of the NP-Hard problems [Blazewicz et al.83] . The currently most powerful optimisation procedures are unable to optimally solve highly resource-constrained projects with more than 20 activities and three execution modes per activity within reasonable computation times [Sprecher et al.98] . Hence, in practice heuristics to generate near-optimal schedules for large and highly constrained projects are needed.
Heuristics based on priority rule have been one of the most important solution techniques for resource constrained project scheduling problems with renewable resources. This is due to the fact they are easy to understand and to implement, they are fast in terms of computational effort, and obtain acceptable results even for large sized projects [Kolisch 96 ]. Furthermore they are contained in commercial software packages. However, the solution quality obtained by such proprietary heuristics often is not satisfying [Maroto et al.99] . Since modern packages provide the possibility of including own procedures comfortably by incorporated programming languages, more efficient, easy to implement priority rule-based procedures are of great interest for project management software developers and users[Klein 00].
On the other hand and although priority rule based methods to solve the MRCPSP do not always give the best results, they are indispensable when solving large problem instances quickly. Therefore, good priority rule-based methods are needed to determine the initial solutions for metaheuristic procedures such as Simulated Annealing (SA), Tabu Search (TS) and Genetic Algorithms (GA). However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no studies that simultaneously analyse the effect on the project completion time of the components of the heuristics based on priority rule for the MRCPSP: Schedule Generation Schemes, Priority Rule and Mode Selection Rules. With this idea in mind, the main objective of this work is to fill the existing gap evaluating the effect of both scheduling generations schemes proposed in the RCPSP (serial and parallel), priority rules and mode selection rules in the context of Multi-mode Resource-Constrained Project Scheduling (MRCPSP).
The outline of the remaining is as follows: section 2 shows a review of the MRCPSP and the solving methods. In section 3 the components of the heuristics based on priority rule for the MRCPSP are described: the serial and the parallel scheduling generation scheme, the priority rules and the mode selection rules. In addition, a generalisation of the best mode selection rule discussed in the literature is reported. In section 4 the performance of the heuristics developed is evaluated against the best published deterministic heuristics based on priority rules. Results show that the deterministic heuristics developed in this work greatly outperforms the ones previously published. The main conclusions are drawn in section 5.
Problem formulation and solution procedures
A project can be depicted by an acyclic activity-onnode graph where activities are numerically labelled such that successor activities have higher numbers (labels) than all their predecessors. Associated with each activity is a set of possible durations and the corresponding resource requirements which would permit the activity to be completed in the stated durations. Each duration-resource combination is a "mode". If resources are available in limited quantities each time period, the resources are considered renewable.
The problem considered in this paper deals with the resource constrained project scheduling in which activities (j=1...J) may have more than one execution mode and renewable resource constraints exist. Different activity execution modes (m=1...Mj) require different amounts or different types of resources and represent alternative ways of realising an activity. Each activity mode thus specifies a non preemptable unique activity duration (d jm ) and a set of requirements for renewable resources. The objective to consider is to minimise the project completion time.
To model the multi-mode multiple resourceconstrained project scheduling problem (MRCPSP) with renewable constrained resources, we assume that activities are topologically ordered, i.e. each activity j has an activity number (label) that is larger than the number of all its immediate predecessors i ∈ Pj. We also assume that we have a unique dummy start and finish activities, j=1 and j=J, each only performable in a single mode together with zero duration and zero resource requirement, respectively. For all other activities we assume that modes are sorted in the order of non-decreasing duration.
Given an upper bound T of the project´s makespan , the earliest and latest finish times, EFT j and LFT j can be calculated performing a traditional forward pass assigning to each activity its shortest mode and a traditional backward pass after assigning LFT J =T. Defining the variables of the model as binary variables x jmt which equal 1 if activity j is scheduled in mode m (1 ≤ m ≤ Mj) to finish at t, 0 otherwise, the problem can be formulated as follows [Talbot 82]: Constraint set (2) ensures that each activity j is performed in one of its modes and is finished within its time window [EFT j ,...,LFT j ]. Constraints (3) insure that precedence relationships are maintained. Here P j is the set of all immediate predecessor activities of activity j and d jm is the duration of activity j operating in mode m. Renewable resource restrictions are enforced by constraints (4). Resource k is available in R kt units in period t. Activity j required the use of r jmk units of renewable resource k when operating in mode m. The definition of all decision variables as binary is considered in constraints (5). Finally although other objectives could be considered [Slowinski 89] the objective function considered in this work is expression (1), that is, to minimise the project completion time.
The feasible scheduled start time (S j ) and the feasible scheduled finish time (F j ) of each activity with the minimum feasible completion time of the project are obtained as solution of this model. This model can be solved to optimality using the exact method of Talbot that was the first to present an enumeration scheme to solve the MRCPSP. The computational experience reported in this work for a series of test problem indicates that the methodology can provide optimal solutions to small problems and good heuristic solutions to larger problems in a costeffective manner. Additional exact approaches for solving this problem have been proposed by [Patterson et al.89 [ Patterson et al.89] , propose an enumerative type of branch and bound algorithm based on the generation of a precedence tree that guides the search for solutions. Sprecher et al. [Sprecher et al.97 ] extend the concept of delaying alternatives introduced by Demeulemesteer and Herroelen [Demeulemeester et al.92] for the single-mode RCPSP, and define the concepts of delay and mode alternatives. [Sprecher et al.98 ] present an exact procedure of the branch and bound type in which the enumeration scheme is enhanced by search tree reduction schemes. On the other hand, Demeulemeester et al. [Demeulemeester et al.00 ] present a depth-first branch-and-bound procedure for the discrete time/resource trade-off problem in project networks. In this work, it is considered that in real-life projects, it often occurs that only one renewable resource is available in limited amount throughout the project.
Despite the encouraging results obtained in the mentioned works, it has to be recalled that exact algorithms in general fail to solve problems with more than 20 activities. Hence, even for small problems they are of limited use leaving heuristics as alternative. Özdamar and Ulusoy [Özdamar et al. 94 ] present a constraint-based approach to solve the MRCPSP with |NR|=1. They employ a parallel scheduling method to decide via so-called essential conditions which activity-mode pairs have to be scheduled. For each combination the increase over a lower bound of the project´s makespan is calculated and the combination that induces the smallest increase over the lower bound is then scheduled.
Kolisch and Drexl [Kolisch et al. 97] propose a local search heuristic with a multi-pass approach consisting of three phases. Phase I finds an initial feasible solution, Phase II, derives an improved On the other hand, the work of Boctor [Boctor 96a] is the unique that describes and analyse the singlepass heuristics based on priority rule for the MRCPSP when only renewable resource types are considered. In this work, the author proposes several heuristics based on priority rule with a time oriented scheduling approach that can be considered a modified parallel scheduling scheme. Several priority rules to sort the activities in the decision set and to select the mode of the activities are evaluated.
Among the best heuristics reported in the computational experience, the ones based on the Minimum Latest Finish Time and the Minimum Slack rules (with a dynamic approach) with the shortest duration as criterion to select the activity mode have the best performance. In Boctor [Boctor 96b] two-pass heuristics based on forward and backward scheduling and a heuristic that enumerates schedulable combinations of activities and chooses from them the one having the best value for an evaluation criterion are proposed. The latter heuristic outperforms the deterministic heuristics previously appeared in the open literature for this problem.
Heuristics based on priority rule for the MRCPSP
Priority rule-based heuristics for the MRCPSP combine scheduling generation schemes (SGS), mode selection rules and priority rules in order to construct a specific algorithm. Two different schemes can be distinguished: the Serial Scheme and the Parallel Scheme. Both build feasible project schedules by stepwise extension of a partial schedule -a schedule where only a subset of activities has been scheduled. Activities that, in each step, compete for resources are sorted by a priority rule and a mode selection rule is applied in order to assign an execution mode to each activity which determines the duration and resources consumption.
Schedule Generation Schemes (SGS)
The Serial Schedule Generation Scheme (S-SGS) was proposed by Kelley [Kelley 63] for the RCPSP and we generalise it to the MRCPSP with renewable resources. It is an activity oriented scheme and consists of J stages, in each of which one activity with its assigned mode is selected and scheduled at the earliest precedence and resource feasible completion time. There are two disjoint activity sets associated with each stage: the scheduled set (Sn) that includes the activities already scheduled, and the decision set (Dn) that consists of the activities eligible for scheduling, that is, unscheduled activities all of whose predecessors are in Sn.
In each stage, an activity is selected from Dn according to the order established by a priority rule and an execution mode is chosen according to a mode selection rule. This activity is scheduled as soon as possible taking into account the precedence relationships of the activities and the capacity of the resources. The activity selected is removed from Dn and added to Sn. Additionally, Dn is updated with the immediate successors of the activity just scheduled all of whose predecessors have been scheduled. The S-SGS finishes when all activities are in Sn.
The Parallel Schedule Generation Scheme (P-SGS) was proposed by Kelley [Kelley 63] for the RCPSP and we generalise it to the MRCPSP with renewable resources. It is a time oriented scheme and consists of at most J stages. In each stage a set of activities -which might be empty-is scheduled. Each stage j has associated a schedule time t j where t m < t j for m < j, and three disjoint sets of activities: the decision set (Dj), the complete set (Cj) and the in-process set (Pj).
On account of the schedule time t j , the set of scheduled activities -from the serial scheme-is now divided into two subsets. The set Cj with the activities already scheduled and completed up to the schedule time, and the set Pj that includes the activities already scheduled but not completed yet. Additionally, we have the set Dj that in contrast with the serial method contains all yet unscheduled activities that are available for scheduling w.r.t. precedence and resource constraints.
The partial schedule obtained each iteration is composed of the set Cj∪Pj. The schedule time in a stage is the earliest finish time of the activities scheduled during all earlier stages. Each stage is made up of two steps:
Step 1. The new schedule time is determined and activities with a finish time equal to the new schedule time are removed from Pj and put into Cj. This may place a number of activities into Dj.
Step 2. One activity from Dj is selected with a priority rule and one mode of this activity is selected with a mode selection rule. The selected activity is scheduled to start at the current schedule time taking into account the availability of the resources. Afterwards, this activity is removed from Dj and put into Pj.
Step 2 is repeated until Dj is empty, i.e. activities were scheduled or are no longer available for scheduling w.r.t. resource constraints. The parallel scheme finishes when all activities are in the set Cj∪Pj.
There are few studies analysing the performance of the heuristics based on priority rules depending on the schedule generation scheme, and all of them in the RCPSP context. Valls, Perez and Quintanilla [Valls et al.92] , after a computational experience carried out with projects of 1000 and 1500 activities, conclude that heuristics based on priority rule frequently obtain better performance with the parallel scheduling scheme. Nevertheless, the serial scheme can outperform the parallel scheme in projects with certain characteristics. In fact, Kolisch [Kolisch 96] points out that the serial scheduling scheme is superior for large sized projects and for instances that are only moderately resourceconstrained when minimising makespan in the RCPSP. More recently, Lova and Tormos [Lova et al.01a ] perform an analysis of these types of heuristics in the multiproject context concluding that the parallel scheduling scheme is superior than the serial scheme when the time criteria mean project delay and multiproject duration are minimised. However, there are no works that for the MRCPSP analyse the performance of the Scheduling Generation Schemes when the same priority rule and the same mode selection rule are used and only in the works of In the computational experience reported in this work the rules that obtain the best performance regardless of the mode selection rule used are LFT, SLK, RWK and CAN. If ties occur the activity with the smallest activity number is selected. It is important to note that the rules LFT, SLK and CAN have been coded with a dynamic approach (the priority values are updated in each stage of the scheduling process). Nevertheless, the rules NIS, LPM and SPM are coded as static priority rules (priority values are calculated only once before starting the scheduling process). Obviously, the dynamic rules require higher computational effort (CPU-time) than the static rules in order to calculate dynamically the priority values. We have tested that a heuristic based on priority rule with a dynamic approach requires five times more computational effort than when a static heuristic based on priority rule is used. Therefore, good static rules (with low computational effort) are preferred to be included in more sophisticated heuristics based on random sampling or in metaheuristics.
Mode selection rules
In a stage of a SGS when an activity is selected to be scheduled, a mode selection rule is necessary for determining the duration and the resource requirements of the activity. In [Boctor 96a] three mode selection rules are tested: Shortest feasible mode (SFM), Least criticality ratio or least critical resource (LCR) and Least resource proportion (LRP). As a main conclusion of the computational experience, it is pointed out that the rule SFM with the priority rules previously described greatly outperforms the heuristics based on the mode selection rules LCR or the rule LRP.
The three mode selection rules are used by [Boctor 96a ] with the time oriented scheduling generation scheme developed in that work. Nevertheless, an extension of the SFM rule to the S-SGS is needed.
When the S-SGS is used the rule SFM rule applied with the P-SGS can be easily generalised instead using the Earliest Feasible Finish Time (EFFT). This mode selection rule selects for each activity the execution mode such that it is scheduled with the feasible finish time as early as possible. Therefore, in the S-SGS the following activities to be processed could be executed earlier. If ties occur (an activity has several feasible modes with the same minimum value of feasible finish time) the mode with the highest duration is selected. This selection implies that other activities in the serial scheduling process can be executed earlier. The use of the EFFT mode selection rule in the P-SGS produces the same results than when the rule SFM is applied. The first subset contains 120 instances of 50 nondummy activities. To generate these instances, 50 activity networks with an average of two immediate successors for each activity were generated. Then each network was used to generate six different problems with one, two or four resource types. The second main subset, composed of 120 instances of 100 non-dummy activities was generated similarly.
Computational experience
For each of these 240 instances, activity data was generated in the following manner. The number of execution modes is derived from a uniform distribution from 1 to 4. The execution time of the first (shortest) mode duration was derived from a uniform distribution from 1 to 15 while the execution time of consecutive modes is derived from the interval: (preceding mode duration, preceding mode duration + 15/number of modes). To determine the resource requirements corresponding to each mode, we used a uniform distribution from 1 to 5 with the restriction that a weighted average of resource consumption is about the same for all execution modes. Finally, resource capacities were calculated as average resource requirement plus 40% of the difference between the resource utilisation peak (when activities are executed in the shortest mode and at their early start date) and the average requirement.
The main evaluation criterion is the average deviation with respect to the lower bound that supposes the critical path length (calculated by using the shortest mode duration of the project activities).
Other evaluation criteria to be used are the maximum percentage increase above the critical path length and the minimum percentage increase above the critical path length. When comparing the performance obtained by the heuristics developed to evaluate the statistical significance, the Wilcoxon signed rank test is applied. This non-parametric test has the advantage that we do not need to make any assumption about the distribution of these results.
Our computational experience has been performed on a Pentium-based IBM-compatible personal computer with 600 MHz clock-pulse and 64 MB RAM. The heuristic proposed in this work has been coded in Visual C++ ver 1.0 under Windows 98.
4.1.
Single-pass heuristics based on priority rule
As we have described in the previous section, a heuristic based on priority rule for the MRCPSP with renewable resources has tree components: a SGS, a priority rule in order to sort Dn and a mode selection rule. Table 1 presents the priority rules considered within our computational experiments (14 priority rules). In the first column, the name of each rule is given. The second column (Extr.) denotes whether the rule selects an activity with the smallest (min) or the largest (max) priority value p j . The last column shows how the priority value p j of an activity j is computed.
The majority of the priority rules shown in Considering the combination of the 14 priority rules with the two scheduling generation schemes: P-SGS and S-SGS, we will analyse the performance of 28 single-pass heuristics based on priority rules. If ties occur, the FCFS rule is used. The results of these heuristics are shown in tables 2 and 3.
If the P-SGS is the scheduling scheme used, from the performance analysis of the priority rules, we can conclude that those with the best performance are LSTLFT, LST, LFT and RWK with a percentage deviation with respect to the lower bound of 38.3%, 38.8%, 38.9% and 39.4% respectively (table 2). The priority rule with the lowest average deviation is LSTLFT. The difference between this result and those achieved by the rules LST and LFT is not statistically significant (according to the Wilcoxon signed rank test) and a p-value of 0.2327 and 0.0978 respectively is obtained. The LSTLFT rule (proposed in this work) has a better performance than the rule RWK with a p-value of 0.0059. The next best priority rules are FREE and SLK that have the same average deviation (40.8%). The remaining priority rules have significant worse results than the one previously analysed. Table 3 shows the performance of the priority rules tested when the S-SGS is used. The mean ordering is similar to the one reported for the P-SGS. Again the best priority rules are LSTLFT, LST, LFT and RWK with a percentage deviation with respect to the lower bound of 34.3%, 34.7%, 34.7% and 35.5% respectively. Once more the rule LSTLFT is the one with the lowest average deviation. The rules LSTLFT and LST are not statistically different (according to the Wilcoxon signed rank test), but the rule LSTLFT outperforms the rule LFT with a pvalue of 0.0193. With the S-SGS, these three priority rules have a performance significantly better than the rule RWK with a p-value of 0.012 when the LST and the RWK are considered. The next best priority rules are again the rules FREE and the SLK yielding an increase in the average deviation with respect to the rule RWK of 3.8%. The remaining priority rules have a performance significantly worse than the previously analysed.
Obviously, in the MRCPSP the S-SGS requires a computational effort higher than that of P-SGS due to the fact that in the S-SGS for each selected activity of Dn, all modes are tested in order to select that with the minimum feasible finish time. For a given priority rule when the P-SGS is used the mean CPU-time in seconds is around 0.002 seconds while it is of 0.003 seconds when the S-SGS is used.
Despite this increase in the computational requirements the results reported in table 4 show that the S-SGS leads to greatly better results than those yielded by the P-SGS for nearly all priority rules tested. Indeed this better performance is maintained for all the priority rules evaluated except for the rule SPT for which the difference of using S-SGS or P-SGS is not statistically significant (although the average deviation is lower when the S-SGS is used). When analysing the ranking of the priority rules it is remarkable that the same set of rules are in the top both for P-SGS and S-SGS. These rules are LSTLFT, RWK, LST and LFT that when applied with the S-SGS obtain an average deviation that is significantly lower than that achieved when the P-SGS is used. Concretely, the reductions are 3.9%, 3.9%, 4.1% and 4.2% respectively. Finally on account of the project characteristics, the heuristic S-SGS/LSTLFT/EFFT reduces the average deviation with respect to the heuristic SLK by Boctor [Boctor 96a] in 6%, 3.7% and 4% when instances with 50 activities and 1, 2 or 4 resource types respectively are considered. When project instances have 100 activities requiring 1, 2 or 4 resource types, the reduction in the average deviation is 6.1%, 5.1% and 4% respectively.
A multi-pass approach
The low computational effort needed in the singlepass heuristics based on priority rule has brought about the idea of performing several passes. There are many possibilities to combine SGS and priority rules into a multi-pass method. Each combination leads to different algorithms all of which report as solution the schedule with the feasible schedule with the lowest completion time. In this work among all the possibilities that can be analysed for obtaining a multi-pass method, we report those with the best performance.
We start the analysis of the multi-pass heuristic based on priority rule analysing the two-pass heuristics based on priority rules. In table 6 the minimum, maximum, standard deviation, mean deviation with respect to the lower bound and mean CPU-time in seconds are reported for different combination of SGS and priority rule. We have performed all the combinations between the four best priority rules (in all cases using S-SGS). In addition, we have considered the two-pass heuristics built by considering both SGS for each of the four best priority rules. The results are drawn in table 6. There are seven two-pass heuristics that obtain an average deviation with respect to the lower bound lower than 34%. The heuristic built by combining the rules LST and LSTLFT with S-SGS obtains the lowest average deviation (33.3%).
In (table 7) . A noteworthy result is that the best two-pass heuristic tested by Boctor [Boctor 96b] has an average deviation with respect to the lower bound that is 2.4% higher than the best single-pass heuristic developed in this work.
The best two-pass heuristic obtained in this work reduces the average deviation regarding the best two-pass heuristic of [Boctor 96b] in a range that varies from 3.4% when the two-pass heuristic S-SGS/LSTLFT/LFT is applied, to 2.9% when the heuristic used is either the combination of P/S-SGS/LSTLFT or S-SGS/LSTLFT/LST.
As we have pointed out, a multi-pass heuristic can be obtained with the combination between the 28 single-pass heuristics based on priority rule analysed in this work. This implies that there are many combinations that leads to three-pass, four-pass, and so on heuristics. From all combinations we have tested the four-pass heuristics built by considering S-SGS with the rules LSTLFT, LFT, LST and RWK as well as those four-pass heuristics considering the same rules but with P-SGS.
The results are conclusive, using the four-pass heuristic based on P-SGS the average deviation is 36.1% with a mean CPU-time of 0.008 seconds, whereas the average deviation is 32.6% for the same rules and S-SGS (the CPU-time is 0.012 seconds), that is 3.5% lower than one based on P-SGS.
Additionally, eight-pass heuristics can be considered by selecting the best schedules generated by the rules LSTLFT, LFT, LST and RWK using both S-SGS and P-SGS. The average deviation with respect to the lower bound of this heuristic is 32% with a mean CPU-time of 0.02 seconds.
In table 8, the performance of the best deterministic heuristic developed in [Boctor 96b] with the best single-pass heuristic (BEST1) S-SGS/LSTLFT/EFFT, the best two-pass heuristics (BEST2) S-SGS/LSTLFT and S-SGS/LFT, the best four-pass heuristic (BEST4) S-SGS/LSTLFT, S-SGS/LFT, S-SGS/LST and S-SGS/RWK, as well as the eight-pass heuristic (BEST8) P/S-SGS/LSTLFT, P/S-SGS/LFT, P/S-SGS/LST and P/S-SGS/RWK are shown.
From the results reported can be concluded that the heuristic BEST1 obtains on average the same performance than that of Boctor [Boctor 96b] (with a lightly lower average deviation), whereas the remaining three multi-pass heuristics developed in this work outperform the more sophisticated heuristic by Boctor [Boctor 96b].
Conclusions
In this work heuristics based on priority rule for the MRCPSP with renewable resources are analysed. These methods are very important in the construction of more sophisticated heuristics as random sampling techniques or metaheuristics. Hence, additional efforts in order to obtain better heuristics based on priority rule are justified. Three components of this type of heuristics are analysed: scheduling generation scheme, priority rule and mode selection rule.
Based on a well-known set of 240 randomly generated project instances, it is shown that the single-pass and multi-pass heuristics based on priority rules developed in this work greatly outperforms the ones previously published. The serial schedule generation scheme greatly outperforms the parallel scheme with the majority of the priority rules tested justifying the higher computational effort required by the former. Finally, a multi-pass method that combines eight heuristics based on priority rule obtains the lowest average deviation with respect to the critical path length (32.0%), thus being the best deterministic heuristic for this problem. Furthermore the low computational requirements make it a powerful heuristic for the hard problem considered in this work.
The study carried out in this work can be extended to problems where the resource availability varies within time and in contexts where several projects must be concurrently executed. 
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